This thesis pursues an experimental investigation of cuir bouilli, a particular form of hardened leather used as armor in medieval Europe. In this exploration, I have produced a sample group of 30 distinct varieties of cuir bouilli. These samples represent the most commonly theorized and scientifically grounded production methods of this historic medium. Using a series of armor specific tests, broadly encapsulating the abuse of arrow fire, blunt force trauma, and slashing, I have measured the performance of each cuir bouilli sample. The data gathered from these tests can be used to infer physical properties about each sample, revealing the essential
How to Stamp Leather Patterns Leathercraft Tutorial | Custom Leather Designs. This is leather stamping tutorial that I will show you how to stamp a running W Earl Brown Braided. I came across this very detailed compilation of modern experience on how to create cuir bouilli, or literally boiled leather armour, which was commonly used from the 14th-16th centuries. I probably won't get to try this anytime soon - it's just something I...

cuir-bouilli how-to. By CitizenKate, October 21, 2006 in Clothing, Jackets, Vests and Chaps. Reply to this topic. One of my friends who's making medieval metal armour since 1986 once told me: I learn to do it by scraping lots of metal and swearing. I'll try do to a canteen like the one you showed us, but, I would like to know how to shape the bottle cap? Once again, thank you for all the advices I can get from everyone of you! See more of Cuir-bouilli, and general leathercraft cheats on Facebook.

A new piece I'm making this has to have a beaten up effect to it so what you are seeing is wet leather beaten against concrete with a hammer from the flesh side the pattern has been cut in with a stanly knife. Cuir-bouilli, and general leathercraft cheats added 20 new photos to the album: Raised Deer skull. April 17 · my first attempt at creating this look „ it's better explained in my human Skull album how it was made. Raised Deer skull. 20 Photos. Cuir-bouilli, and general leathercraft cheats added 36 new photos to the album: making of a skull orc belt. April 17 · Cuir bouilli (or boiled leather) was rigid leather hardened by saturation in water or boiled in wax. Once boiled it could be stamped or molded into a definite form when in that condition. Upon drying it became intensely hard and tough but more brittle. From there it would usually be cut into scales or plates and fashioned into various armor pieces. Retrieved from "https://ffxiclopedia.fandom.com/wiki/Cuir_Bouilli?oldid=1722429". Categories: Armor.